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RV SPRING CLEANING 
CHECKLIST

TOOLS & EQUIPMENT

EXTERIOR

Before you start packing for the first trip of the season, you’ll want to make sure your RV is 
spotless inside and out. Our quick checklist will help you make sure you don’t miss an inch 
when cleaning your RV. We find it works best to work top-to-bottom, both for the exterior and 
the interior.

Cloths & Brushes

Ladder

Pressure Washer (Optional)

Exterior Wash-And-Wax (Consult your manual or dealer for safe cleaners to use on your RV)

Rubber Roof Cleaner (If Needed)

Rubber Seal Treatment

Oxidation Remover (If Needed)

Tire Protectant

Remove loose dust and dirt with water

Clean the roof and remove debris using an appropriate roof cleaner

    •  Check sealant around any vents/seams

Scrub sides & rear using wash-and-wax

Thoroughly clean seams such as appliance outlets, walls joints, or doors

    •  Be careful not to damage the seals around these seams.

Scrub the front side, removing any insects or other debris
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    •  For tough to get debris, a wet dryer sheet can work wonders without damaging your RV

Clean the windows using an appropriate glass cleaner

Clean your rubber seals and apply a protectant treatment

Scrub the wheels and underneath

(Optional) Use your pressure washer at a safe pressure to rinse the underneath

Apply protectant to the wheels and underneath

If not using a wash-and-wax, wax the exterior

EXTERIOR CONT...

INTERIOR CLEANING
Open all of the windows

Completely remove any trash, loose items and stored equipment

    •  This includes bedding, removable cushions, or drapery to wash separately

Wipe the ceiling clean of any dust, debris and spots

Clean the vents, vent covers and inside of the vents

Clean your air conditioner

Wipe each cabinet one-by-one from the inside out

Scrub the countertops

Scrub appliances, making sure to clean any filters and reinstalling them after they’re dry

BATHROOMS
Using safe, non-abrasive cleaner, wipe down all surfaces of your bathroom

Scrub the inside of the toilet using a toilet brush and cleaner

FLOORS
Begin by using a broom to push out loose dirt and debris

Follow-up by using a vacuum to remove any remaining dirt and debris from the floor

Use your vacuum’s attachments or a compact hand-vac for hard to reach spots
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ABOUT 
RV WHOLESALE SUPERSTORE
Family owned and operated since 1972, RV Wholesale Superstore has been selling and 
servicing a variety of recreational vehicles to customers just like you. We have a long tradition 
of customer service excellence because we recognize that our customers are part of our family 
and because we’ve partnered with the best manufacturers in the RV business.

We stock more than 25 brands from major manufacturers like Forest River, Palomino, 
Coachmen and Keystone including, many different travel trailers, fifth wheels, toy haulers, 
sport utility RVs, hybrid expandable RVs, and pop-up trailers. Our factory-trained 
professionals are here to help you find the RV that is right for you.

CHECKLIST

CONTACT 
RV WHOLESALE SUPERSTORE
We understand that today’s customer is value-driven. Our mission is to help you find the right 
RV for the right price and provide you with the best service long after your purchase.

RV Wholesale Superstore has a global reach. While our show yard is located just outside of 
Toledo, Ohio, we specialize in wholesale RVs shipped throughout the United States, Canada, 
and overseas. Visit us online at www.rvwholesalesuperstore.com, in-person at 5080 W. Alexis 
Road, Sylvania, OH, or call 844-601-1171.

FLOORS CONT...
If you have rugs, make sure to knock any packed in dirt loose outside of your RV before 

bringing them back inside


